Some ways to display research trawl station and catch data in QGIS.
Brent Wood, NIWA
Introduction.
This document describes how to set up QGIS to view New Zealand fisheries research trip/station/catch data in
an interactive GIS map. The trawl survey is mostly MPI data from NIWA's fish database, currently set up using
Postgresql on the neptune2 server. QGIS is run locally on your PC, so needs to be installed there to do this.
The following topics will be covered:
1. Viewing several species from a single survey, comparing distributions and checking the data,
2. Adding a WMS map from a remote service to provide a context layer,
3. Using a batch file and Postgres client to enable a QGIS action to retrieve and display catch data from a
station on the map,
4. Viewing a single species from multiple trips, comparing spatial distributions over time.
All the required datasets (exceept the WMS service) are available from the same Postgresql database, but some
data, such as strata boundaries will not be populated for all surveys (particularly historic ones).
Computers connecting to the database from inside NIWA (with a NIWA IP address) are able to connect to the
database using the generic read-only user, fishreader (password = niwafish). Connections from computers
outside NIWA require specific access to be granted, and only with approval from MPI's Research Data
Manager.

Figure 1. An example map, showing red cod catches for kah1207. Other trips/species can be added/displayed as
required.

Overview.
To access and view these data as described here, the following prerequisites and steps are required:
•
•
•
•
•

QGIS is installed on your computer
Your computer has been granted access to the fish Postgis (trawl) database on neptune2.niwa.co.nz
You can connect to the database as the user fishreader (password niwafish)
You have copied the file ~woodb/qgis/catch.qml from neptune2 to your PC (only if you want the
predefined catch layer symbology as in the figure above)
You have access to any other datasets you want to add to the map

Note that these steps are specified to create particular maps, you can freely adapt and expand on these to meet
your own needs.
Single survey trawl data map.
QGIS can be installed from the download site at http://www.qgis.org. Installing software packages requires
admin rights to your computer, so some users may need NIWA IT, or your IT support team to do this for you.
Once installed, all normal operations to use QGIS do not require admin rights.
Start QGIS, and create (Edit) a connection to the fish database on neptune2, using the standard QGIS Postgis
connection tool (elephant icon, or Layer/Add Postgis layer from the QGIS menu bar.
Enter the connection details as shown in the figure. The Name is the local
name for the connection, and can be whatever you like. The other
parameters must be as below:
• Host:
neptune2.niwa.co.nz
• Port:
5432
• Database:fish
• SSL mode:
disable
• Username:
fishreader
• Password:
niwafish
Check the Save Username and Save Password boxes if you don't want to
enter these every time you want to connect. Note - the fishreader user has
no write access to any part of the database. Test, & click OK to save.
Any error means the above details have been wrongly entered, or your
computer does not have access to the database.
Figure 2. Setting up a Postgis database connection.

Figure 3. Connecting to a Postgis database.

Connect to the fish database, as above. You will see three schemas in the database listed, that the fishreader user
has access to. Click on the maps scheme to see the tables it contains. Each table in this schema is a base layer,
such as an NZ coastline, EEZ, etc. Select and open at least the map_nz_coastline_and_islands as a new QGIS
layer. QGIS should now display the NZ coastline on your map, to giove station positions some geographic
context.
You can now add a map layer showing station positions for a recent Kaharoa ECSI survey – kah1207.

Figure 4. Selecting a layer to plot from a Postgis database.
Connect to the database again, open the trawl schema, and double click the line listing the t_station table with
the startp point data, as above. This opens an SQL dialogue you can use to set filters on which records from the
table are retrieved.

Figure 5. Setting data filters (SQL where clause) on data to appear in the map.
You can type the SQL “where clause” in the bottom pane, or use the query builder. Double click “trip_code” in

the Fields list, to add the colum to the pane, then click the “=” button to add the “=”. Click the “All” button
under the Values pane to get a pick list of all the trips in the table, and scroll down to “kah1207”. Double click
this to add the value to the query, so it looks like the figure above. Click “Test” and QGIS will report theer are
107 stations recorded for that trip. Click “OK” to save the query, and “Add” this table (with the SQL applied) to
the map. You will now see the NZ land, with points shown off Canterbury. You can use the “Zoom In” tool to
zoom the map in to this area, or in the QGIS layer list at the left of the map, right click the t_station layer, and
click “Zoom to layer extent”. You can repeat the right click, and this time choose “Rename” to change the name
of the layer in the list – in this case it might be useful to call the layer “kah1207 stations” to better reflect the
data being displayed.
Now add a map layer showing stratum boundaries for this survey. Connect to the database, open the trawl
schema and select the “t_stratum_geom” table. Edit the SQL to choose the same trip code, just as we did for
stations. The 21 strata for this survey will be added in a new layer. As above, you can change the name to
include the trip code. If the strata layer is plotted on top of the stations, left click and drag it down below the
station layer in the layer list.
This is a good point to introduce the concept of QGIS “projects”. A project file stores a session, with all the
layers, settings, styles, etc, so it can be reopened again later. This means you can save a “kah1207” project, &
reopen it at any time. Click on “Project” on the menu bar, and “Save” (or “Save as”). Give it a name & folder
and save it. If you want to test this, close & restart QGIS, click “Projects”, then “Open Recent”, then choose the
one you saved – the connections will be restored and the map redrawn. This is much easier than setting all your
layers up from scratch every time you start. It is good practice to save your project regularly as you set up a
map, to save your settings as you go.
The stations will be plotted as small red crosses, and we will plot catches on top of the stations – this way any
catches of zero, which do not have a catch record in the database to plot, will be visible on the map as crosses,
but where the species is present, the cross is covered by the catch layer symbol. Right click the “kah1207
stations” layer and click “Properties”, then “Style”. Click “Simple marker” in the “Symbol layers” pane, and
choose the “+” symbol. Click “Fill” and “Border” and change both to red. Make any other changes you want,
then click OK. (A good time to save the project again to store this setting). You can also change the colour and
transparency of the strata layer polygons.
You can now add a catch layer to the map. This requires a layer of catch data associated with station positions –
a table in the fish database's trawl schema enables this – t_catch_pos. Connect to the fish database and double
click the t_catch_pos, startp item. This map layer is a subset of all catches, but by species as well as trip.
Use the query builder to select both the
trip and species, as shown in figure 6.
Click “Test” to check that an appropriate
number of records is returned by the
query.

Figure 6. Setting data filters (SQL where clause) on data to appear in the map.
Change the name of the layer to “kah1207 rco” to reflect the data content.

You can now set the style (symbology) for this layer. The pre-configured style uses a fish symbol, scaled by
suze to relect the amount caught. You can build up a custom style (that is how this one was generated) by
editing each category manually to apply a suitably sized fish symbol to a range of catch weights. Note the
maximum value is 15,000Kg. If your data has larger catches to plot, you can add further categories as desired,
via the style editor.
You can set up your own symbologies, but to keep things simple at this stage, this example uses the one stored
in the file ~woodb/qgis/catch.qml on neptune2. You need to copy this to your PC (you can use Filezilla or a
similar program).
Open the “kah1207 rco” layer's properties dialogue, choose “Style”, then click the “Load style...” button near
the bottom. Choose “Load from file” and open the catch.qml file you copied from neptune2. Click “OK” to
apply this to the catch layer, for a map looking like that on the first page.
Repeat this for other species of interest, although displaying these concurrently is often more confusing than
useful. Note that you can change the symbology to have different surveys or years shown in different colours –
this requires editing each symbol individually for the layer.
You can click on points on the map to see the data for each record (“Info” tool), or set up other layers – such as
a doorspread layer with symbol size indicating doorspread, etc. It is more complex, but you can also set QGIS
up to show the relevant catch data by clicking on a station, as described later in this document.

WMS context layer data access.
QGIS also supports accessing map layers provided by WMS (Web Map Service) and WFS (Web Feature
Service). You can add a better looking background map of New Zealand by adding such a layer to this project.
This will only cover a WMS service, WFS layers are out of scope for this document, but are managed in much
the same way.
Landcare Research has developed some New Zealand base map layers for some of their web map sites. They
have made some of these
available for others to
use as basemaps in their
own mapping
applications. QGIS can
connect to these
services, present you
with a pick list of
available layers, then
request any selected map
layers from the service
to show in your map. All
QGIS needs to know is
the URL for the service
to have a map like the
one below.

Figure 7. A QGIS map with a Landcare Research WMS layer for the land.

Figure 8. The dialogue for setting up a WMS service in QGIS.
Open the WMS tool from the toolbar, and create a new WMS connection, as shown above. Give the connection
a meaningful name and enter the URL http://maps.scinfo.org.nz/basemaps/wms, click OK to save this. Click
“Connect” to get a list of the available layers, and choose one to use. The example above uses the
landscape_eco_painted_relief Terrain Map. You could also use the Topobasemap layer. It can take a few
seconds for the server to provide QGIS with the map to plot, so usinng layers provided by web services can
slow down the redrawing of your map, but can provide many more layers to use that you can store locally.
Make sure the layer is near the bottom of the layers, so any data layers will plot on top. (However it should be
above the simple coastline layer, or you could disable or remove the coastline layer).
Viewing catch data.
Enabling the “click on map” access to view catch data requires a copy of the Postgres client appliction psql.exe
to be installed on your computer. This is available for NIWA staff via Zenworks, or can be downloaded from
Enterprise DB at http://www.enterprisedb.com/products-services-training/pgdownload#windows and installed.
QGIS has an “Action” capability originally written for work with fisheries acoustic data by Gavin Macaulay at
NIWA. This allows QGIS to run an external program, and pass parameters to the program read from a feature
on the map.
You need an external program to invoke, that QGIS can pass the trip and station values to, so it can retrieve and
display the catch data when you click on the map. This program is a simple batch file, as below. Note that you
will need to make sure the full path to the psql.exe prgram is used – which may not be the same as the one used
here. This command also needs to be on a single (long) line to work in a batch file.
@echo off
REM batch file for QGIS to display catch for specified trip and station
REM B Wood, NIWA
REM define variables for database name and connection parameters
SET DB=fish

SET HOST=neptune2.niwa.co.nz
SET USER=fishreader
REM use named variables for command line parameters
SET TRIP=%1
SET STN=%2
REM set colour to yellow on black
color 0e
REM run psql client with parameters to get & display the required catch data
REM must be all on one long line for a batch file
"c:\Program Files\PostgreSQL\9.3\bin\psql.exe" d %DB% h %HOST% U %USER% c
"select trip_code, station_no, species, com_name, weight from trawl.t_catch
c, rdb.species_master s where trip_code='%TRIP%' and station_no='%STN%' and
c.species=s.code order by weight desc;"
REM do not close window without user keypress
pause
set /p var="press Return to exit"

You need to paste (or type exactly) this text into a batch file on your computer. Note the full path and name of
the file (which must have a .bat suffix, such as c:\users\woodb\qgis\get_catch.bat).
In QGIS, you now need to create an Action which invokes this batch file, passing it the trip_code and
station_no values to query the database with. Make sure you save the QGIS project after doing this, so the
action is stored for later use.

Figure 9. Setting up a QGIS action to display catch data
Right click on the stations layer and open the Properties dialogue. Open the Actions tool as shown above. The
action type should be Generic (or Windows – as it will only apply to MS Windows versions of QGIS). Give it a
name – prefereably a meaningful one. Then type in the full path to the batch file you just created. Add a space

at the end, make sure the field selector shows “trip_code” and click the “Insert field” button. Add another
space, use the field selector to choose the “station_no” field, and again, click “Insert field”. Click the “Add to
action list” button. Click “OK”. You now have the command to get catch data, and to provide it the parameters
it requires set up as a QGIS action. Remember to save the project, so the action is stored for later use.
To invoke the new Action, you must have the map layer with the Action as the currently active layer
(highlighted in the layer list). You choose the Action tool, next to the info tool, as shown below, then click on a
station on the map. You can press Return to view records further down, and eventually exit. The image below
shows this output window (running QGIS under Linux). The same capability works on Linux, MacOS and
Windows systems, but the syntax of batch files is different to scripts.

Figure 10. Showing the catch data for a selected station.

Mapping multiple survey/single species catch data.
This is very similar to the initial exercise, but instead of looking at a single trip and comparing species catches
and distributions on a map, the map will have layers for the same species, but from multiple surveys, presenting
a spatio-temporal view of a species' distribution.
The WMS layer will be used as the context layer for this project. Save the previous QGIS project so you can
reload it if required, and open a new project. Connect to the Landcare WMS service and open the landscape
layer. You will see that this does not include the Chatham Islands, so add the NZ coasts and islands from the
maps layers provided in the fish database. Move this layer below the WMS layer, and change the fill colour to a
darkish green, which is as close as you will get to matching the WMS layer.
The first exercise is opening a single layer with 10 trawl surveys comprising a time series, as shown in figure
11. Connect to the fish Postgresql database and open the t_stratum_geom table, select stata from the trip
'tan200701' for the strata boundary layer. Change the style so there is no fill drawn, just the stratum boundaries.
Connect to the database again and choose the catch_pos table, double click to open the query builder. Enter the
filter: "trip_code" like 'tan0%01' and species = 'HOK'. This will retrieve all Tangaroa surveys where

the trip_code starts with “tan0” and ends on “01”. These are 10 of the Chatham Rise hoki surveys,
between 2000 anf 2009.Opening all 10 as a single layer allows some control over how the data is
viewd, but not as much as opening each survey as a separate layer – but it is enough to demonstrate
some basic functionality. If you have a set of distinct trip codes to open, the filter can “or” them
together, eg: (“trip_code” = 'tan9803' or “trip_code” = 'aex 2002') and species = 'ORH'

Figure 11. Ten years of Chatham Rise trawl survey hoki catches.
The stations can use the weight field to size the symbols, and the survey (year) to colour them. Use a non-filled
symbol, such as a cross, otherwise surveys plotted on top will hide data from lower layers. As shown in figure
11, a lot of data in a map can be confusing rather than informative. Figure 12 shows the same data, zoomed in
to an area west of the Chatham Islands, where the size of the crosses in strata 11A and 11B shows how splitting
the original stratum 11 can reduce the c.v. - clearly in the region covered by strata 9, 10 anf 11, 11A
encompasses the area ogf larger catches. Of biomass estimates, as catches in 11A can be seen to have been very
consistent in each survey throughout the time series.

Figure 12. Zoomed in to see more detail around stratum 11.

To configure this symbology, open the Properties dialogue for the layer and choos the Style tool. Change the
style type to Categorised (from Single symbol) and choose trip_code as the column to categorise on, as shown
in figure 13. To have the size of the symbol represent the catch weight, click the “Advanced” button (bottom
right), click “Size scale field”, choose “Weight” as the field, and “Scale area”. This applies to all the catagories.

Figure 13. Setting up survey based categories.
We no need to modify the style use for each category. Double click the symbol by the first category, click
Simple marker (as in figure 14). Set the symbol size to 0.20mm, the symbol to a cross, and choose a border
colour for that survey, and click OK.

Figure 14. Configuring the simple marker for each category.
Repeat this for each survey (category). Note that QGIS automatically adds a category for any records with a
null in the relevant field. As all records do have a trip code, it is not necessary to chang the style for this

category.
As all the surveys were opened as a single layer, it is not easy to enable or disable individual surveys (the styles
can be set to 100% transparent for categories you do not want to see on the map, but this is a very cumbersome
approach.
Each survey can be opened as a separate layer, a style can be created (with scaling on weight) and the style
saved. It can then be applied to each layer as in the first example, and just the colour changed, so surveys are
clearly distinct on the map. By now you should not require detailed instructions on how to do this.
Overview.
You should now be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

connect to the trawl data in the fish database on the neptune2 server, using QGIS (and psql) on your
local PC,
load context layers from the maps schema of the fish database,
load context layers from a remote WMS service,
load selected records from station and catch_pos tables (choosing trips and species),
set up symbologies for layers, as desired,
set up a QGIS Action to view catch data by clicking on a trawl station on the map.

QGIS can do much more that this, but this provides examples using QGIS to access, query and visualise trawl
survey data.

